Tell me more about
LANGUAGES AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE

WHICH PROFESSIONS?

BUSINESS – SALES
- Purchaser
- Station agent
- Sales assistant
- Sales associate
- Head of international products
- Logistician
- International contract negotiator
- Head of international development
- Head of imports(exports ...)

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES
- International cooperation consultant
- Cultural coordinator with Alliance Française
- Expert on an international organisation
- Head of economic and cultural projects overseas ...

TEACHING – RESEARCH
- University lecturer
- Secondary school language teacher
- Primary school teacher
- French teacher for foreign language learners (in France or overseas)
- Language instructor ...

TOURISM
- Head of sales in a tourist office or travel agency
- Head of product optimisation (tourist agency or tour operator)
- Commercial research assistant
- Head of sales and entertainment in a leisure park or facility
- Tourist office director
- Flight attendant
- Package tour operator ...

TRANSLATION – INTERPRETING
- Multilingual website designer
- Sign language interpreter (French-French)
- Localisation service provider
- Terminologist
- Literary, technical or audiovisual (dubbing & subtitling) translator ...

Most of the professions listed require master’s level qualifications, but some of them can be accessed after 2 or 3 years’ higher education.

To find out more about the career opportunities available to graduates, consult the list of professions compiled by ODIF (Observatoire de la Direction des Formations), part of the University of Lille.

https://odif.univ-lille.fr/

• I do well in languages at secondary school.
• I’m interested in the history, civilisation and culture of foreign countries.
• I enjoy reading and studying foreign literature.
• I enjoy being in contact with people.
• I’m interested in cultural, economic, social and political affairs.
• I would like to understand why languages and language generally are the way they are.
• Candidates should ideally have a background in literary studies, economics & social studies or science.

https://www.univ-lille.fr/etudes/sinformer-sorienter/
3-YEAR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Theoretical grounding to prepare for further study up to master’s level and/or civil service examinations.

Two different approaches to the study of foreign languages:

**DEGREE LLCER**
Foreign and regional languages, literatures and civilisations

Choose one language only:
- Arabic, beginner’s Arabic1
- Chinese2
- Dutch2
- English, German, Hebrew2+3
- Italian, Japanese
- Polish2
- Portuguese2
- Russian2
- Scandinavian languages2
- Spanish

Expand your knowledge of a foreign language and its culture.

This course explores the literature, civilisation and history of the country concerned and engages in linguistic analysis (option to add German, Spanish or Italian to your chosen language, as well as the study of English (if English is not your chosen language), and confirm your level of competency with CLES certification).

Suitable for candidates targeting a career in teaching, research, literary translation, etc.

The LLCER degree programme offers the following option: **ESJ Lille [unique in France]**

Course enabling students to take LLCER modules at the University as well as classes at the ÉcoleSupérieure de Journalisme in Lille (ESJ Lille) with a view to preparing for the entrance examinations at schools of journalism. Candidates must apply for the LLCER degree (ESJ Lille option4) and directly via esj-lille.fr/.

1 Option enabling students with a beginner’s level in modern Arabic (whether dialect already spoken or not) or Japanese to complete a 4-year degree (including a year of preparatory studies).

**DEGREE LEA**
Applied foreign languages

Two languages mandatory:
- English and one other language to be chosen from Chinese2, Dutch2, German, Italian, Polish2, Portuguese2, Russian2, Spanish or Swedish2.

Coursework focuses on the world of business, associations or administrations and an understanding of contemporary society: economics, law, management, communication, etc.

Option to add a third language.

For students targeting a career in international negotiation and trade, tourism, specialist in-house translation, international cooperation, intercultural relations, etc

12 options available:
- English/Chinese
- English/Dutch2
- English/German
- English/Italian
- English/Polish2
- English/Portuguese2
- English/Russian2
- English/Spanish
- English/Swedish2
- Tourist project management (only in year 3 – subject to selection)
- International trade techniques (only in year 3 – subject to selection)

**DEGREE LINGUISTICS**

3 options available in year 2:
- French as a foreign language
- French sign language
- General & tool-based linguistics

The information here is valid for the reference year 2018-2019.

The academic programmes at ULille are subject to change in September 2020

More info: consult the catalogue of courses at
https://www.univ-lille.fr/formations or contact SUAIO

Parcoursup
Find out about the requirements and terms of access for each course at: www.parcoursup.fr